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Recommendations

''I would just like to say a big thank you for securing the pension share and loan repayment.

It was a pleasure to experience such a learned and eloquent submission on my behalf.

You cut through the other Counsel's defence like a hot knife through butter.

You really should have Q.C after your name.''

Client testimony

"Thank you for everything so far, your knowledge of the law and application in this case has proven to be exceptional and

invaluable, and for which I am very grateful.’’

Client testimony

"I do not know how I will ever be able to thank Mr Lillington, for supporting me through the four-year long dispute with my ex

partner and achieving such an amazing result at my trial. Without Mr Lillington’s dedicated support, I could have quite literally

have lost everything. He was by my side every step of the way, providing expert advice and encouragement, with the utmost

professionalism.

A kind and supportive man who was determined to ensure that justice prevailed. He helped secure my half ownership of the

property in law and equity, a minimal occupation rent amount, and most of my costs paid by the other party. A truly amazing

result, I will be eternally grateful to Mr Lillington."

Sharon Blades, Client, Rowland v Blades

"Thank you for your advice, patience, the trouble you took to really understand the issues of my case. The result was far

beyond my expectations..... I can’t adequately express how grateful I am"

Client testimony

"Simon was fantastic for me throughout my case and at final hearing last week. .... He took so much of the strain onto his own

shoulders... I really felt his quiet support. His advocacy was pitched just right - he was focused and gentlemanly throughout,

never descending to scorn or malice"

Client testimony

“I know that without you on board the result would not have been so good!...and the service you provide is invaluable”

Client testimony

"Highly experienced in family finance cases."

Legal 500 2018/Family

"Recommended for finance cases."

Legal 500 2016/Family

"His workload includes financial remedy cases involving business, trusts and foreign assets"

mailto:simon.lillington@3pb.co.uk


Legal 500 2015/Family

"A qualified arbitrator and mediator who specialises in financial remedy"

Legal 500 2014/Family

"is highly recommended for finance work"

Legal 500 2013/Family

"Strong ancillary relief practice"

Legal 500

Academic qualifications

 (1981) Middle Temple

(1979) BA(Hons) Law - Anglia Ruskin University

(1980) Bar exams

(1985) LLM (Lond.) (Shipping & Company Law)

Professional bodies

Family Law Bar Association

Association of Lawyers for Animal Welfare (ALAW)

Associate Member of Resolution


